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The Most Effective Way to Handle Your First 
Discovery Call with a Prospect

How to turn more leads into clients by improving your approach to the 
discovery call...



While 55% list 
increasing total lead 
volume as a priority 

for the next year.

What is a discovery call?

An initial conversation with a lead to 
determine whether you and they are a good 

fit for each other. 

And to get a clearer picture of their pain 
points, priorities, and goals.
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5 Tips to Better Discovery Calls
1. Defined Prospect Profile.
2. Flip the Script.
3. Ask.
4. Quantify Outcome.
5. Book Next Step.
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Prospect -> Lead -> Client
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Building relationships with your full market is 
the key to consistent & predictable growth.
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Your Prospect Profile:

…is all about understanding exactly 
who your ideal prospect is. It’s a 

cheat sheet that identifies exactly 
who your ideal client is.
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I can work with anyone.
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I can work with anyone who needs what I 
provide.
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But…who should you WANT to talk to?
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What types of people (companies) have you 
worked with in the past?
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Who have you had especially good success 
with?
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Who made the buying decision?
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To you...

a sales discovery call is meant for to see if 
your solution can help your specific prospect.



To them...

 a discovery call is meant to understand if 
this is a viable solution to their specific needs 

that they want to further explore.
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‘Typically on these types of calls I have people asking 
a lot of questions about X, Y, and Z. Which I can 

certainly help with if you’d be interested in hearing 
more. But before I get too far, what else would you 

like to cover in this meeting?’
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Ask.
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Ask.
● What is your [or your team’s] process for X?
● Why do you do X this way?
● Can you tell me a little bit about the team (or who is 

working on this initiative)?
● How satisfied are you with X?
● What’s your biggest challenge as it relates to X?
● How much money are you wasting due to X problem?
● How is X impacting the rest of your team?
● What happens if you don’t [accomplish goal] by the 

end of this year?
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Outcome.
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“If I had asked people what they 
wanted, they would have said faster 
horses.”

~Henry Ford
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Next Steps?

“Well Jim, I appreciate you sharing so much with me today. From our end 
we’ve helped a number of clients like CLIENT A, CLIENT B, that were 
dealing with some similar things as you’ve communicated to me today 

(give examples). 

I’d love to set some time up to walk you through exactly what we do, how 
we’ve helped others and share some specific suggestions now that I’ve got 

more information on how this might work for INSERT PROSPECT’S 
COMPANY NAME.

But I wanted to check in with you and see how you were feeling. Is that 
something that might interest you? What would you like to do next?”
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Give them the chance to suggest 
next steps.



5 Tips to Better Discovery Calls
1. Defined Prospect Profile.
2. Flip the Script.
3. Ask.
4. Quantify Outcome.
5. Book Next Step.



Practice...
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Prospect -> Lead -> Client
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What’s included?



The Lead Generator System: (4 modules of Online Lead Generation and Sales training - videos, workbooks, scripts, 

templates) - $3000 value

On-Demand Training Bootcamp to Keep You Moving ($1497 value)

Automated Posting to your Social Media Accounts ($500 annual)

Done-for-You Custom Written Posts per month – 6 during trial, 30/month after ($6,000 annually)

What’s included:

Finally, a proactive system to generate leads 
AND clients on autopilot!

Powered by



We do all of the social media content for you!



“Before this I did the writing, scheduling, and posting to 
social media all myself. I was able to use the system to 

have a team of writers who could deliver [social media] 
content very quickly and still give me the chance to make 

sure it matched what I thought it should be for my customers.

After working with the team, I was able to focus 
on my customers and growing my business." 

- Lori Ramas, Owner, Relezant



The Lead Generator System: (4 modules of Online Lead Generation and Sales training - videos, workbooks, scripts, 

templates) - $3000 value

On-Demand Training Bootcamp to Keep You Moving ($1497 value)

Automated Posting to your Social Media Accounts ($500 annual)

Done-for-You Custom Written Posts per month – 6 during trial, 30/month after ($6,000 annually)

Personal Email Campaigns Automated with Connect 365 ($2,400 annually)

What’s included:

Finally, a proactive system to generate leads 
AND clients on autopilot!

Powered by



All your personal messaging campaigns are 
automated!

PLUS we provide dozens of campaign templates to 
make the copy and set-up a breeze!





3 Steps to Automate Your 
Outbound Lead Gen & 
Sales Development with 
LinkedIn...



The Lead Generator System: (4 modules of Online Lead Generation and Sales training - videos, workbooks, scripts, templates) - 

$3000 value

On-Demand Training Bootcamp to Keep You Moving ($1497 value)

Automated Posting to your Social Media Accounts ($500 annual)

Done-for-You Custom Written Posts per month – 6 during trial, 30/month after ($6,000 annually)

Personal Email Campaigns Automated with Connect 365 ($2,400 annually)

Access to our Implementation Specialists & Marketing Coaches ($1200 value)

What’s included:

Finally, a proactive system to generate leads 
AND clients on autopilot!

Powered by



Outbound Sales Mastery Mastermind

We’ve partnered with the top sales training organization in the 
world to deliver this 12-month program, to help you convert more 
of the leads you generate with Connect 365 into clients.

Exclusive to my $25k high end clients.
$5,000 value.

**You get to join for FREE, when you sign up **



+100 FREE Contacts for our Members through our 
partnership with GetProspect!

**You get this for FREE, when you sign up**



The Lead Generator System: (4 modules of Online Lead Generation and Sales training - videos, workbooks, scripts, 

templates) - $3000 value

Access to our Implementation Specialists & Marketing Coaches ($1200 value)

On-Demand Training Bootcamp to Keep You Moving ($1497 value)

Personal Email Campaigns Automated with Connect 365 ($2,400 annually)

Automated Posting to your Social Media Accounts ($500 annual)

Done-for-You Custom Written Posts per month – 6 during trial, 30/month after ($6,000 annually)

BONUS #1: Outbound Sales Mastery Mastermind (Value: $5,000)

BONUS #2: +100 Free Contacts with GetProspect

What’s included:

Finally, a proactive system to generate leads 
AND clients on autopilot!

Claim your free 
test-drive now:

Powered by

$0 
 for 14 Days!

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Get Started Today At:

TOTAL VALUE: 

$19,597+
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NOW…most programs like that 
run $2k-$30k for the training 

alone…



Get Started at…

Then just:

Just $166 a month after 
that!!!

No minimum commitment, no contract, cancel any time.

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial



“System Rocks - Sent out 107 messages last 
night got 58 opens already. 3-4 
appointments already scheduled for next 
week.”

- Cecil Cunningham, Online Marketing

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Start your trial of The Lead Generator today at:



“I don't know if there's a 'secret sauce' to my campaigns. I think 
most people have failure to execute. They try once or twice for a 
magic bullet sales pitch in their email. My secret sauce is salt and 
pepper. That's all you need to make a steak taste great. 

And for my campaigns, the salt and pepper is just sharing good, 
educational content (videos or blogs) with my ideal clients every 
3-4 weeks.

Since starting with you guys 4 months ago, I've closed 2 clients 
and likely will have a 3rd soon. With the clients I typically work 
with [business owners of companies doing $50 mil to $1 bil 
annual revenue], 4-5 new clients in a full calendar year is a great 
year.

This has been like a godsend - the best money I've ever spent for 
my business.”

- John McAlister, The Beringer Group Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Start your trial of The Lead Generator today at:



“The bootcamp really helped me with my first ever email 
automation within days of using the training I had 23 

requests for a phone call with prospects. I have people 
reaching out to me rather than the other way around. This is 

a nice change of pace. Folks are also more aware of the 
books I've written and the work I do.“

- Janine Bolon, Owner, The 8 Gates

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Start your trial of The Lead Generator today at:



“I followed the advice you gave during the training week, I 
sent an email to my contacts that were “dormant” from the 
past couple years and the results were 4 customers 
contacting me again just this week.

I've NOW got some checking our apartments and 
houses, both are very interested in buying.”

- Diego Cruz, Real Estate

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Start your trial of The Lead Generator today at:



“We use Connect 365 for doing systematic outreach with 
more targeted messaging. We had a virtual summit where we 
had about 10 times the number of participants compared with 

our regular monthly webinars.

This ability to easily send out targeted emails to groups of 
people was much better than either individual emails or big 

bulk emails that were not as targeted. 
Connect365 made that quite easy to do.

We generated over $20,000 in income from the Virtual 
Summit and greatly expanded our network of allies and 

potential clients.“

- Bill Barberg, Insight Formation

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Start your trial of The Lead Generator today at:



The Lead Generator System: (4 modules of Online Lead Generation and Sales training - videos, workbooks, scripts, 

templates) - $3000 value

Access to our Implementation Specialists & Marketing Coaches ($1200 value)

On-Demand Training Bootcamp to Keep You Moving ($1497 value)

Personal Email Campaigns Automated with Connect 365 ($2,400 annually)

Automated Posting to your Social Media Accounts ($500 annual)

Done-for-You Custom Written Posts per month – 6 during trial, 30/month after ($6,000 annually)

BONUS #1: Outbound Sales Mastery Mastermind (Value: $5,000)

BONUS #2: +100 Free Contacts with GetProspect

What’s included:

Finally, a proactive system to generate leads 
AND clients on autopilot!

Claim your free 
test-drive now:
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$0 
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Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Get Started Today At:

TOTAL VALUE: 

$19,597+



“The system has allowed me to build a sequence 
of campaigns that educate like-minded people to 

take action. 

I started with zero and I have about 20 new 
customers and 4 recommendations on 

partnering since beginning a few months ago. 

The system has become a significant marketing 
arm of my organization, like a member of my staff.”

- Diane Wells, Supply Justice

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Lock in your trial at:



“The thing I love about it is it’s easy to use and intuitive. It’s not cluttered. I appreciate minimalism and simplicity of use.

I had used tools like Constant Contact in the past and got nothing in return.

Before a recent conference I sent out a campaign to 950 prospects that were going to be in attendance.

Using Connect 365 to deliver that message I generated over 200 responses, set-up over 60 appointments and landed 2 
clients immediately - before the conference even started.”
- Chris D, Recruiter

“One of the best investments for my business ever. I wasted a couple hours 
this weekend sending emails manually before I started with Connect 365.”

- Sean C, Entrepreneur

“This is a simple route. Other lead generation strategies or tools can be tough or complex and 
typically lead to having to bring on an employee to handle. This is user friendly.

I navigate it pretty well. I’ve landed one client from it recently following some of the 
recommendations from your team and overall I just like it, and will continue to use if for my email 
campaigns.”
- Richard J, Business Owner

Connect365.io/Lab-Trial
Lock in your trial at:



Connect365.io/Lab-Trial

“In 18 months cold calling I got NOWhere. With your programs and social media digital 
networking I have responses in less then 2 weeks work. I NOW have 100 leads from 
decision makers who took interest in my company. You guys are amazing!“
- John Lee, Sports Apparel

"This week alone, one simple strategy has generated 28 very targeted leads for 
me. I can't say enough about the effectiveness of the program. Thanks, Josh!"

- Judy Fitzepatrick, Insurance Agent

“The system they use certainly works as our company has gone from fishing in a 
relatively small pool of existing referrals, to a far bigger pool of connections brought in by 
the system. We have a continuous stream of good quality leads to nurture. I am often 
surprised by the quality of leads that come through!
- Tim Stanford, Management Consultant



Connect365.io/Lab-Trial

“Hope! Connect365 is a sensible, low-cost solution to a difficult task that confounds many 
business owners. Its strength is that it is a strategy, not a series of unconnected ideas. We are 
NOW able to focus on a specific series of actions aimed at a specific target; a rifle shot rather than a 
shotgun. There is a defined direction to the day, which was not always the case before.

Connect 365 training is laid out logically and, I am able to work with a measure of confidence to 
achieve results.

That has been made possible by the generous support team. Their answers are speedy and detailed. 

-Sydney Tremayne, Finance

"We're just getting started but after trying other methods, Connect 
365 has produced the fastest and most scalable results so far! I've 

tried several programs to generate leads and nothing comes 
close to Connect 365. The ease and simplicity is amazing! 79.5% 

open rate and 4 proposal submissions sent out from my last 
campaign."

- Michael Hunt, IT

“The product and the support you offer are just awesome!

- Larry Boyer, Management Consulting

Lock in your trial at:
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The Salt & Pepper Email Strategy:
How to Build Top-of-Mind Awareness with Your 
High-Value Targets
Call Held 6/15 at 1 pm (central)

On the next Mastermind:


